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Abstract

In 2001, recreational use of cannabis was illegal in every US state. By 2020, it was legal in 20 of

them. Over the same period, cannabis use in America doubled. Previous research suggests that

cannabis has significant substitution or complementarity effects with several other substances

including alcohol1, tobacco2, other illicit drugs3, and prescription medicines4. In this paper I

extend the literature on the interactions between cannabis and prescription drugs in 3 ways. First,

I use synthetic controls to study the effect of legalization on both cannabis and prescription

medicine consumption. Second, I use the event study specification in Callaway and Sant'Anna

(2021)5 to improve upon sometimes arbitrary matching procedures in two way fixed effects

models. Finally, I have hosted an interactive appendix where you can reproduce all of the results

for all combinations of states, controls, and prescription drug categories. I find that legalization

increased cannabis consumption in legal states by about 30% on average. Only anxiety and

depression medications see statistically significant decreases in response, although all drug

classes have a negative point estimate. The substitution effect on prescription medicine

consumption is milder than suggested by previous research.

5 Callaway and Sant'Anna (2021)
4 Raman, Bradford (2022)
3 Powell, Pacula, Jacobson (2018)
2 Miller, Seo (2021)
1 Subbaraman (2016)
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Introduction

Cannabis use in the United States has increased significantly in the last 20 years as an already

enormous black market industry grew with new legal status. Cannabis use has strong statistical

relationships with other substance use, including prescription medicines. According to the

National Survey of Drug Use and Health (NSDUH), people who report using cannabis at least

once in the past year are 50% more likely to report taking prescription medicines for mental

health conditions. This is obviously not a pure causal effect but it suggests that cannabis’

relationship with prescription drugs is important for understanding the effects of legalizing

cannabis use.

The causal relationship between cannabis and prescription medicines is mediated through

complementarity and substitution effects. If hotdogs were a Schedule I controlled substance we
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would see fewer hotdog buns on the shelves and more burgers. So it is with cannabis. As

cannabis is legalized in more states, the cost of consumption decreases as users no longer have to

face legal risk to consume the drug. Quality control may also increase as brands establish public

reputations. An increase in the demand for cannabis will increase the use of complements and

reduce the use of substitutes.

Previous research suggests that cannabis serves as a substitute for a broad range of prescription

drugs, but especially pain relievers and mental health drugs. A survey of Canadian medical

cannabis users found that more than half of them (63%) reported using cannabis as a substitute

for a prescription medication6. Several papers have studied cannabis as a substitute for pain

medications in the context of the ongoing opioid crisis. Bachhuber7 and Powell8 both find

significant decreases in opioid related deaths following the passage of medical marijuana laws.

Raman and Bradford9 study a wider range of pharmaceutical products using a

difference-in-difference following recreational cannabis laws and find that cannabis has

substitution effects with pain medicines but also for medicines prescribed for anxiety, depression,

sleep, seizures, and psychosis.

I use several methods to extend and verify the previous research on this question. First, I use

difference-in-difference, synthetic controls, and a TWFE event study to show that cannabis

legalization caused a significant increase in cannabis consumption, verifying substitution as a

mechanism for changes in other consumption habits. Then, the same methods allow me to use

cannabis legalization as a quasi-experimental test of how increased cannabis use changes

prescription medicine consumption.

9Raman, Bradford (2022)
8 Powell (2018)
7 Bachhuber (2014)
6 Lucas (2017)
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Did Legalization Increase Cannabis Use?

Before using legalization to test the elasticity of substitution between cannabis and prescription

drugs, I have to test the relationship between legalization and cannabis use. Intuition and

economic theory both predict that legalization will increase use. Criminalizing a product can be

modeled as a type of tax, so an increase in consumption after removing that tax will not be

surprising. Still, it is worth testing the causal relationship empirically so we can get a sense of the

magnitude of this effect. Will legalization triple cannabis use? Or just increase it modestly?

The data on cannabis use come from the National Survey on Drug Use and Health (NSDUH).

This is a yearly, nationally representative survey which measures drug use habits. The metric I

track is the percentage of respondents reporting marijuana use in the past month. The use of

survey data to measure cannabis consumption is a necessary compromise for studying the effect

of legalization. Compared to other measures of consumption, like sales or tax data, surveys have

extra noise and possible bias as legalization may change the willingness of respondents to report

cannabis use as well as actual consumption rates. Unfortunately, these other measures are not

available before legalization so they can’t be used to estimate its effect.

Cannabis use certainly increased in the 9 states I study which legalized before 2017. However, as

we saw above, cannabis use is growing in all states, not just the ones that legalized. And all of

the legal states had growing consumption even before they legalized. Table 1 below shows that

cannabis consumption in all of the legal states grew about 50% which is higher than the national

average. This is consistent with legalization causing more consumption, but it isn’t enough to

prove a causal effect or measure its magnitude.
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Average Proportion of Population Reporting Cannabis Use

Before and After Legalization

Pre.Legal.Means Post.Legal.Means State Change

7.99% 14.55% Washington +6.56%

9.09% 16.28% Colorado +7.19%

9.67% 17.41% Oregon +7.73%

10.61% 16.19% Alaska +5.57%

7.98% 12.81% California +4.83%

9.81% 16.76% Maine +6.95%

7.18% 14.93% Nevada +7.75%

9.32% 14.67% Massachusetts +5.36%

10.20% 17.11% District of Columbia +6.91%
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Pairwise DiD

One of the simplest methods to get an estimate of the magnitude of the causal effect of
legalization is difference-in-difference (DiD). I noted above that comparing the pre and post
legalization averages is not enough to recover the causal impact of legalization for two reasons:
Other non-legal states also increased consumption over the same period, and legal states before
legalization increased consumption. To get a better estimate of the causal effect of legalization,
we need to take into account the fact that some growth in cannabis consumption would be
expected even with no legislative changes. DiD combines cross-state and cross-time comparisons
to subtract the increase in consumption expected from these sources, leaving only the causal
effect of legalization.

Let's look at an example of a simple DiD.

This is a comparison between cannabis consumption in Colorado (pink) and Idaho (gray). We
can see that before Colorado legalized cannabis in 2012, consumption in Colorado and Idaho
moved in parallel, always separated by about a 5% difference. After 2012, Colorado’s cannabis
consumption increased quickly from around 10% to more than 16%. Idaho’s consumption also
increased but not by nearly as much. If Colorado and Idaho had stayed in their parallel trends we
would have expected Colorado to end up at about 11% consumption, 5 percentage points above
Idaho, which is shown by the blue line. Comparing post-legalization Colorado to the
counterfactual line removes the increase in cannabis consumption that we already expected to
happen based on the trends in a control state. Then any increase beyond that line is attributed to
something that changed in 2012: legalization.
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Below are the regression results for the DiD comparison between Colorado and Idaho that I
graphed above. The left hand side variable in
this regression equation is cannabis use. The
right hand side is just two dummy variables
and their interaction. Treated is 1 when an
observation comes from Colorado, which is
the state that gets “treated” by legalization.
Time is 1 when an observation comes on or
after 2012 when Colorado’s treatment began.
Therefore, the treated variable contains the
level differences in cannabis consumption
between Colorado and Idaho in the
pre-treatment period, ‘time’ measures the
increase in cannabis consumption observed
in Idaho after 2012.

Counterfactual Colorado is exactly the sum
of ‘Constant’, ‘time’, and ‘treated.’ This is
how Colorado’s cannabis consumption
would have changed without legalization,
taking into account their higher level relative
to Idaho and the general upward trend in
consumption experienced everywhere. Then
the interaction term is the difference between

how much we expected Colorado’s consumption to grow over time and how much it actually
grew. This effect, about a 5 percentage point increase in consumption, is attributed to the causal
effect of Colorado legalizing cannabis in 2012.

You can compare all of the legal states I study to any choice of control with this graph and
regression output at this online appendix which reproduces all of my results. You can verify that
all of the legal states, when compared to appropriate controls, have similar results. If this
verification process feels a bit informal then you aren’t alone. How do we decide which states to
compare? How parallel is parallel enough? How do we aggregate the pairwise results into one
average metric for the causal effect of cannabis legalization?

These questions will lead us to the next two quasi-experimental methods that I use to analyze this
question.
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Synthetic Controls

The synthetic control method is a way of formalizing the choice of comparison state in DiD.
When you’re flipping through the options for control states in a pairwise DiD you’re looking for
a state that matches the legal state’s trend in the pre-treatment period well. Visually inspecting
the graph is enough to find a pretty good match, but sometimes none of the options are great or
there’s a large set of ‘pretty good’ controls but it's not clear which is the best one. Synthetic
controls solves both of these problems using linear algebra.

The basic idea is to construct the ideal control state by finding the weighted average of all the
control states which best matches the treatment state’s trend in the outcome variable before it
gets treated. The pairwise DiDs we looked at above are just edge cases of this process where the
weights for all the controls are set to zero except one. For the technical details of how this
optimization works see this paper10 and for an applied walkthrough in R go here.

In our context this means finding the weighted average of states that have not legalized cannabis
in 2019 which best matches a legal state’s trend in cannabis consumption in the several years
before they legalized. Thanks to computer’s linear algebra skills this is not too difficult. I get
results that closely match the direction and magnitude I found with pairwise DiDs.

Most states see a noticeable bump in cannabis consumption of about 4 percentage points
compared to their synthetic controls after they legalize.

A few, like California, see a smaller bump and Alaska’s cannabis consumption doesn’t seem to
separate much from its synthetic version. You can look through the synthetic control results for
all of the states on the online appendix I hosted here.

10 Abadie (2021)
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The statistically minded among you might be wondering whether we can conclude anything from
these results. After all, we only optimized the synthetic control to match the treatment state for
the years before legalization. We should reasonably expect the two states to start to diverge more
when they leave the optimization window. So how big of a divergence do we need to conclude
that we’re really observing an effect of a policy change, and not just random variation?

Synthetic controls answers this question using placebo tests. We’ll repeat the same process as
above, optimizing over control states to match the state-of-interest as closely as possible in the
pre-treatment period, but apply it to states which never legalized cannabis. After applying the
synthetic control process to all of the control states, I will plot the differences between the
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placebo’s paths and the path of their synthetic versions. Any divergence between them is caused
by random variation, not by relevant legislative changes. If we compare the range of differences
that result from random variation to the same difference for the legal state we can get a sense of
how unlikely the observed divergence in the legal state would be if legalizing cannabis had no
impact. For Colorado we’d get a graph that looks like this:

The pink line on this graph is the difference between the two lines on the first synthetic control
plot I showed for colorado. Each of the gray lines is the same difference but for a state which
never legalized cannabis. We see that even the never-legal states do diverge somewhat from their
synthetic controls, but Colorado’s divergence is clearly separated from this pack. As expected,
California doesn’t see as dramatic of a bump. But it does rise to the top of the cluster of lines
which, given our theoretical background knowledge of the effects of legalization, is suggestive of
a positive effect.
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The placebo tests for all of the states can be viewed on the online appendix. Flipping through the
results you’ll see that all of the states have positive results and most of them clearly separate
from the random variation lines. That gives some confidence that the overall impact of
legalization on cannabis is solidly positive but what exactly is the size of the effect? How do we
aggregate these state-by-state results across all the states we observe? These questions are
answered by the next method I use.

Event Study

Event studies, or dynamic DiDs, are extensions on the simple DiD model we used in the first
section. The simple model has only three variables: one dummy variable tracking which state
gets the treatment, another tracking when it happens, and their interaction. An event study DiD
includes fixed effects for all the states and time periods along with an interaction term which is
one when the current state is x periods away from the treatment start.11 By estimating this
equation for various values of x, you can estimate treatment effects for any year around the
treatment for which you have data.

This specification addresses two limitations of the models we looked at above. First, we can
include all of the legal states and all available control states in a single regression. The relevant
time variable in the event study specification is not ‘year’ but ‘years since treatment’. So even
states with different treatment times can be aligned and their effect sizes averaged into a single
estimate. Second, we can account for delayed effects of a treatment. In the simple DiD we just
get a single average of cannabis consumption over the entire post-legalization period. But if it
took a few years for cannabis consumption to increase after legalization, that average would be
brought down by those first few years and we might not see a significant treatment effect even if
there is a large one that is just delayed. Since the rollout of commercial cannabis sales is often
slow following official legalization this might be relevant for our context.

However, recent work by Callaway and Sant'Anna (2021) has highlighted potential biases in the
standard event study model.12 Specifically, the model may suffer from "pivotal unit" bias, where
the estimated treatment effect is driven by a small number of influential units that are
disproportionately affected by the treatment. This bias can arise when the treatment effect varies
across units or when there are important time-varying confounders that are not fully controlled
by the fixed effects.

To address this issue, Callaway and Sant'Anna propose a modified event study model that uses a
data-driven approach to identify pivotal units and downweight their influence on the estimated
treatment effect (they also provide a convenient R package). The key innovation of their method
is to use a lasso penalty to select a subset of units that are most likely to be pivotal, and then to

12 Callaway and Sant'Anna (2021)
11 Sun, Abraham (2021)
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estimate the treatment effect using only these units. The lasso penalty encourages sparsity in the
selection of pivotal units, which helps to avoid overfitting and reduce the risk of selecting
irrelevant units.

When I apply the modified event study model I get this result:

Each of the dots in this graph is
an average across all the treated
states of the coefficients on the
interaction term which tracks
whether state i is x years away
from treatment. Before the
treatment starts these coefficients
are close to zero on average
which is good. Simply being a
state that eventually legalizes
should not have an impact on
cannabis consumption before
legalization actually happens.

After legalization, cannabis use
immediately jumps but it doesn’t
seem to get to its new
equilibrium immediately. It takes
at least 3 years for cannabis use
to level out at 3 percentage points
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above non-legal states. The graph shows that cannabis use may still be increasing 7 years into the
treatment, although only Colorado and Washington have that much data. The overall average
treatment effect across all the states, reported in the top row of the table, is almost exactly 3%.
Among the legal states their cannabis consumption prevalence was less than 10% on average
before legalization so this 3 percentage point increase corresponds to more than a 30% increase
in consumption prevalence. You can verify this directly by running this same model in logs in the
online appendix.

All of the tests we saw agree in direction and magnitude and they also fit our expectations from
intuition and economic theory. We can confidently conclude that cannabis legalization has a large
positive effect on the prevalence of cannabis use. With this knowledge we can now use
legalization to test the impact of cannabis use on prescription medicine consumption. We know
that legalization will cause an increase in use, but it doesn’t come with the confounding selection
effects that simply looking at people who use more cannabis has.

Does Cannabis Substitute For Prescription Drugs?

Data Description
Answering this question requires first collecting a measure of prescription drug use. This comes
with a few challenges. First, America’s decentralized health system makes collecting
comprehensive data on this difficult. Medicaid, on the other hand, collects detailed price and
volume data for all of the prescriptions it fills through the State Drug Utilization Data (SDUD)
archive. Although users of this program are not a random sample of prescription drug users,
Medicaid comprises a large enough fraction of US health spending (almost 20%) that even
effects which don’t generalize to other forms of health insurance are large enough to be
important.

The second challenge is deciding which drugs to study. There is some evidence that cannabis has
positive effects on a wide range of conditions including depression,13 anxiety,14 pain, and
seizures.15 But for most conditions that prescription medicines are meant to address, like
bacterial infections, cancer, or viruses, there is no evidence that cannabis has any effect. Looking
at overall prescription drug use would wash out the possible substitution effects in areas where
cannabis might replace prescription drugs with lots of noise from antibiotics and cancer drugs
that have no relationship with cannabis use. The broad drug classes that are most often
referenced in relation to cannabis and the ones I will study are depression, anxiety, sleep,
seizures, pain, spasticity, psychosis, and nausea.

15 Whiting, et al. (2015)
14 Blessing, et al. (2015)
13 Feingold, Weinstein (2021)
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For the selection of relevant classes of drugs and the sorting of drugs into those classes I follow
David Bradford,16 Shyam Raman, and Ashley Bradford17 in their papers on cannabis laws who
kindly provided their data on these drug classes. Their starting point are the clinical classes listed
in drug’s FDA approvals, also known as their ‘on-label’ indications. However, they point out that
a large fraction of prescription medicines are prescribed ‘off-label’ by physicians. For example,
only looking at drugs that are ‘on-label’ for anxiety would exclude depression medications and
beta-blockers which are often prescribed to treat symptoms of anxiety. The appendices of the
papers references above detail their process for tracking both on-label and the most common
off-label drugs for each of the 8 drug classes that I study.

The final challenge is that the absolute figures for Medicaid prescriptions are highly skewed by
legislative changes which expanded the role of Medicaid, especially the introduction of Part D in
2006. To control for this I also collect data on the number of Medicaid enrollees for each state
from MACPAC and use per-enrollee metrics for all of the outcome variables. The main outcome
variable we will be plotting in all of the following graphs is the number of units (usually pills)
reimbursed in each state and drug class per Medicaid enrollee in that state for every year from
2008 to 2021.

Pairwise DiD
I will go through the same 3 methods we used to study cannabis use, starting with the pairwise
difference-in-differences. The number of possible graphs is much higher in this section since
each of the 9 legal states has outcomes in 8 different drug classes to look at. I will try to provide
a representative selection of results in the paper, but the best way to explore the results is through
the online appendix.

The data on per Medicaid enrollee prescription rates are noisier than the cannabis consumption
data, so it is difficult to find a parallel trends match for some states. Data on less common
medications, like spasticity and seizures, are noisier than for depression or pain medication. For
almost all the states and drug classes, the observed rate of prescription medicine consumption is
lower than the counterfactual predicted by an appropriately parallel control. Most of the results
are not statistically significant. There are a few exceptions, like Colorado for depression and
sleep meds, but we would expect a few statistically significant results from a collection this large
even if the true effect was zero. Taken together, the preponderance of same-direction results and
the smattering of significant ones suggest a mild but still detectable impact of cannabis
legalization, and thus consumption, on prescription medicine habits.

17 Raman, Bradford (2022)
16 Bradford (2017)
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Synthetic Controls
The pairwise DiD results have the same problems we faced in the first section: an informal
process for selecting control states and only a vague sense of how all of the results aggregate.
Finding an appropriate control state is sometimes obvious when there is a close match, but with
some state-drug pairs it can be impossible to find another state which is parallel. Pairwise DiD is
essentially the same as synthetic controls except the weighted average of control states is
restricted to a vector of all zeros and a single one. If we drop this restriction we can greatly
expand the space of prescription medicine trend lines that we can match.

The results from synthetic control are milder than they were for cannabis consumption. There is
no divergence between treatment and control as stark as Colorado or Nevada in cannabis
consumption. When there is a large divergence it is always in the direction predicted by a
substitution relationship: consumption of prescription meds decreases in the legal state relative to
its non-legal control. There is also some inconsistency with the pairwise DiD results. For
example, Colorado saw a significant decrease in depression medicine consumption relative to
Utah in a pairwise DiD but it remains well matched by its synthetic control after legalization.
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The drug classes that see the largest and most consistent decreases across states are sleep and
nausea.

But even these results do not show up in all of the states.
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The synthetic control results seem smaller and more inconsistent than the pairwise DiDs. This
should decrease our confidence in there being a causal impact of cannabis consumption on
prescription meds but it isn’t enough to conclude with confidence either way.

Event Study
We still need a way to aggregate all of the results across states. A statistically insignificant result
does not give zero information. If we have 9 insignificant results across all of the legal states but
their point estimates all show a decrease in medicine consumption it is much more likely that the
true effect is negative than is shown by the p-value on any of the individual states' estimates. If
the true effect was centered around zero it would be strange to have such consistent directional
agreement across several random draws. We can use the event study specification to aggregate
the results with this in mind.

I find statistically significant decreases in medicine consumption for the depression and anxiety
drug classes (which share many drugs), and pain. Sleep and psychosis are nearly significant as
well. In all these cases the effect size 6 and 7 years out from the treatment year is the most
negative and significant. This reflects the much larger effects for the group of states that
legalized in 2014 (Alaska, Oregon, and Washington D.C) than for the 2016 or 2012 groups.
Below I reproduce the event study graph for pain medication. As with all of the graphs in this
section, the effect is measured in the number of pills prescribed per Medicaid enrollee.
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See the online appendix for all of the results and the event study in logs to estimate the effect in
terms of a percentage change in medicine consumption.

Using our estimate of how much cannabis use increased after legalization and the estimated
treatment effect (in percentage terms) of legalization on prescription medicines, we can estimate
the elasticity of substitution between cannabis and prescription medications. According to the
logged version of the event study, depression and pain medications saw about a 10% decrease in
the number of pills prescribed per Medicaid enrollee and anxiety had a 9% decrease. Since
cannabis use increased by 30% on average in these states, our best guess at the elasticity of
substitution between cannabis and these classes of prescription medicines is negative 1/3rd. A
one percent increase in cannabis use is associated with a .33% reduction in prescription medicine
use.

Discussion

Comparison With Previous Research
I find smaller effects than most previous research. The paper that is nearest in data sources and
methods is this 2022 paper by Shyam Raman and Ashley Bradford.18 We use the same
classification of drugs and study the same population of Medicaid enrollees. They find
statistically significant reductions for 6 out of the 8 drug classes I study and estimate larger
reductions in consumption of about 10%.

Given the similarity of our data sources I am not sure what explains the discrepancy in our
results. There are a few factors which are probably important. Raman and Bradford only use one
method, the event study, to get their results. They also only use the standard event study
specification rather than the more robust version recommended by Callaway and Sant’Anna.
There are states which never get treated in the dataset, however, so the biases of this standard
specification are not as severe. Second, they only include 3 years of data post treatment.

Finally, ‘Non-Standard Errors’ add significant variation to estimates on the same data between
different teams of economists.19 This 2021 paper with hundreds of authors gives 164 teams of
economists the same dataset and hypotheses to test. They found that differences in the way
research teams got to their estimates created as much variation as the randomness of the data
generating process itself. So the standard errors reported by each estimate are about half as large
as they would be if you took the uncertainty from the research process itself into account. Small
differences in decisions made during data cleaning, collection, and analysis accumulate into
sometimes large differences in results. This may explain part of the discrepancy between my
paper and Raman and Bradford’s piece.

19 Menkveld, et al. (2021)
18 Raman, Bradford (2022)
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My paper is also relevant to the ongoing research surrounding cannabis and opioids. Several
papers have posited substitution relationships between cannabis and opioids using data both on
opioid prescription20 and opioid overdose.21 However, a 2019 paper22 attempted a replication and
extension of the opioid overdose paper and found a positive and statistically significant effect,
completely reversing the earlier finding. Both papers essentially use a version of the standard
event study model to track changes in opioid overdoses following medical cannabis laws. My
findings fall between these two with a mild negative effect of cannabis legalization on pain
medication.

Publication bias may be an issue as well. A data rich question like this one has probably been
investigated by hundreds of researchers. But due to the incentives and preferences of researchers,
there is a selection effect which biases the results that a literature reviewer can see. Researchers
who find small or insignificant effects are not motivated to pursue the question further. Personal
preferences for more interesting results and outside incentives for statistical significance work
together to draw these researchers to other projects. Researchers who find large effects in the
expected direction or complete reversals of previous work have discovered something interesting
and publishable.23 This selection for results on the tails of the true distribution of effects
compounds with selection for results on the tails of the ‘Non-Standard Error’ distribution that
arises from differences in data cleaning, evidence selection, choice of time window, and many

other choices made at researcher’s discretion. Thus even if the true effect is mild, published
literature reflects an outsized sample from the farthest edges of possible effect size estimates.

23 Zwer, Cator (2020)
22 Shover, et al. (2019)
21 Bachhuber, et al. (2014)
20 Liang, et al. (2018)
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Previous studies have used fewer tests and less rigorous methods than this paper so my results
should increase confidence in mild substitution effects between cannabis and prescription
medications. However, placing high overall credence on my estimates is not the correct response.
Just because my results are mild does not mean I am immune to the vagaries of random variation
in both data generation and my own research methods. The primary takeaway ought not to be the
movement of our best guess at the true effect towards my estimates but rather greater uncertainty.

Limitations
There are several limitations of this paper. First is the lack of distinction between intensive and
extensive growth in cannabis use. The measure I use is from a survey by the National Survey on
Drug Use and Health which asks “have you used cannabis in the last month?” The percentage of
respondents answering yes certainly increased following legalization but this is only one
dimension of increased cannabis use. The question does not distinguish between someone who
uses cannabis once a month and a daily user. If cannabis legalization increased the amount that
existing users smoked it would not be captured by this measure. This poses difficulties for
interpreting the ‘elasticity of substitution’ I calculated in the previous section. My measure of
prescription drug use is an intensive measure: the number of pills prescribed per Medicaid
enrollee.

Another limitation is that substitution effects for Medicaid enrollees may not generalize to the
rest of the population. Medicaid enrollees differ from the general population in several important
characteristics including age, race, income, and employment status. It is likely that both medical
and recreational drug use interact with these characteristics in unique ways. Perhaps wealthier
increase cannabis consumption at the expense of savings rather than trading off with medical
expenses which they see as more essential. Or medicaid users’ cannabis consumption may be
more or less responsive to legal changes than the general population.

An assumption of all of the quasi-experimental methods that I use is “no anticipation.” This
assumption is satisfied only if the treated group cannot see their treatment coming. If they do,
then their strategic adaptations to the treatment can bias the results. This is relevant to my
context since legislative changes like cannabis legalization may be anticipated, announced in
advance, or unofficially rolled out early as law enforcement chooses not to pursue cannabis use.
The event studies had almost all of the pre-treatment effect estimates centered on zero which
suggests that there was not much anticipation but it is still important to point out.

Policy Implications
On the national level, the most important policy implication of this paper is that the uncertainty
in existing research should be acknowledged before important policy decisions are made based
on the relationship between cannabis and prescription medicine use. Given the results of my
research and some backing from intuition and economic theory, it would not be surprising if
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there truly was some substitution between cannabis and certain prescription medications.
However, the restriction of my data to Medicaid enrollees and the wide variation of results found
in papers studying similar questions should temper confidence in extensions to national level
policy.

Possible impacts on state budgets, both through substitution away from Medicaid services and
from cannabis tax revenue, are more within the purview of my data. There are no statistically
significant cost savings for Medicaid across all drug classes or for any drug class individually,
although all of them have negative point estimates. Taking the point estimate of about 10$ saved
per Medicaid enrollee and, perhaps naively, multiplying it across all 84 million Medicaid
enrollees we get a cost savings estimate of about $840 million which is similar to the estimate of
$1.01 billion from David Bradford’s 2016 paper.24

On the tax revenue side, the large and statistically significant increases in cannabis use that we
estimated in the first section suggest big gains to government budgets. This 2021 paper from the
National Tax Journal25 finds that while there are overall tax revenue increases, cannabis’
substitution with other taxed goods, especially alcohol and cigarettes, cuts the increase by 40%.

Conclusion
Cannabis legalization was a widespread and rapid shift in drug policy in the US. The full
implications of this shift are not well understood. It is clear that legalization significantly
increases cannabis use by at least 30% and this effect may continue to increase across the nation
to the higher levels seen in Colorado and Washington. As more states legalize and national
legalization becomes more likely, second order effects of this increase in cannabis use are
important to consider. Previous research has found that cannabis has substitution effects with a
number of prescription medications. My research extends the evidence on these substitution
effects and increases confidence in their existence, although it tempers previous estimates of
their magnitude. Substitution with prescription drugs could be a compelling reason to legalize
cannabis nationally due to cost savings in medical care, increased tax revenue, and easier access
to palliative care. All of these effects are consistent with the point estimates in my paper.
However, the confidence intervals are wide enough that running experiments and collecting more
data while implementing legalization is worth doing.

25 Miller, Seo (2021)
24 Bradford (2017)
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